Refillable Beer Bottle Stacking
Please stack your refillable beer bottles in cases, flats, or boxes on a pallet
This is the IDEAL way to stack REFILLABLE BEER BOTTLES. We recognise that this 'ideal' will likely
NOT BE PERFECT or POSSIBLE when you are doing a bottle drive. Please do the best that you can.
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Instructions:
We ask that you please TRY to
have bottles in 12 packs on the
corners of the pallet, if you can.
Typically: A full layer is 288
bottles.
Fill in the rest of the pallet THE
BEST YOU CAN with various
sized cases (4, 6, 12, 15, 18, 24
pack cases).
Stack loose bottles in the boxes
provided or on beer/pop can
flats.
If you run out of beer boxes,
put the remaining loose bottles
in ANY TYPE of available box.

We are giving out a BUNDLE OF BOXES to help you stack refillable beer bottles.
 This BUNDLE OF BOXES are 6 inch high, flattened brown cardboard boxes that will fit 24 LOOSE
BOTTLES in each box.
You will also need to use the cases that you receive the beer bottles in, and possibly, in addition, pop/beer can flats or
other boxes. Take NON-REFILLABLE bottles out of their boxes/cases and replace them with REFILLABLE bottles.
Please DON'T stack refillable bottles over 4 layers high.
REFILLABLE Beer Bottles typically have a SCREW TOP (do not need a bottle opener to open them).
Common Examples: Budweiser, Molson, Growers Ciders, Coors, Labatt Blue. Picture of refillable bottles below:

Refillable bottles are returned to breweries for REFILL, and thus need to be HANDLED DIFFERENTLY. Please do not put
'Refillables' in MEGA bags. The glass that goes into the MEGA bags is handled differently and goes directly to processors
to be crushed. Glass is difficult and dangerous to remove from mega bags. Staff could face severe cuts to their hands if
they have to remove the Refillables.
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